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POWERCOLOR RED DEVIL RX 480 8GB GDDR5
A NEW Devil is BORN

With its restless desire to rule the universe without seeing any light; Devil 13, 
the ruler of the underworld, 

created a new Devil to rise from the underworld and master all creatures.
Red Devil as he was named , 

known to be the only Devil besides his creator to master all elements of the Hexagon.
 Controlling Fire, Lightning, Air, Magic Energy, Dark Soul, and Mirage,

 its presence was feared by all corners of the new world.
Ever since, no one dared to challenge Devil's true gaming empire.

Taipei, Taiwan – July 21, 2016 - TUL Corporation, a leading and innovative manufacturer 
of AMD graphic cards since 1997, has released a brand new video card in PowerColor 
Red Devil RX 480 8GB GDDR5. It is based on AMD’s latest GCN 4 architecture designed for 
GloFo 14nm FinFET that delivers premium VR capability, increased level of performance, 
smooth VR, seamless support for next-gen gaming monitors, and CPU-free game stream-
ing or recording. Furthermore, the model also supports AMD’s newest technologies such 
as Direct 12® and Vulkan™,  FreeSync™, and Liquid VR.



  

PowerColor Red Devil RX 480 8GB GDDR5 utilizes 8GB of GDDR5 memory with 2304 
stream processors, ships with 1330MHz core clock speed, and has 2000MHz memory 
clock speed which is connected via a new high speed 256-bit memory interface. The 6+1 
multi-phases board design enhances the power ef�iciency and stability, and also enables 
ultimate performance in overclocking mode with BIOS switch. In order to achieve better 
thermal solution in both ultra overclocking and silent overclocking mode, PowerColor 
Red Devil RX 480 adopts the newest fan technology called Double Blade III which 
increases air�lows and prevents dust deposition on fans. The Double Blade III is made 
with triple 80mm 2-ball bearing fans, with 2pcs of 8mm and another 2pcs of 6mm nick-
el-plated heat pipe for the best heat dissipation.

In creating one solid card with all components, the Red Devil also includes a backplate as 
well as having the PCB locked in a thermal module using the method of spring screws to 
pin through the rivets. The backplate and the copper based thermal module hold the GPU 
for not only balancing the pressure of the whole board but also for avoiding the damage 
done to the GPU and other components if dropped. 

Graphic Engine
Stream Processor
Video Memory
Engine Clock
Memory Clock
Memory Interface
Manufacturing Process
Architecture
DirectX Support
BUS Standard
Standard Display Connectors
Extension Power Connector

Radeon RX 480
2304 (36CUs)
8GB GDDR5
Up to 1330MHz with boost
2000MHz x 4 (8.0Gbps)
256bit
GloFo 14nm FinFET
GCN 4
12
PCIE 3.0
DVI-D/HDMI/DPx3
1*8Pin PCIE Power Connector

*Speci�ications subject to change without notice.



  

visit: http://devilclub.powercolor.com

POWERCOLOR REVEALS DEVIL CLUB
All Devils meet HERE

PowerColor also is pleased to announce a very exclusive Devil Club membership for all 
branded cards and products under Devil brand, knowing that users care for the best 
support Devil Club will offer speedy support, either by instant live support chat or 
contact form, besides exclusive downloads, competitions and more.

About TUL Corporation
TUL is a leading supplier of AMD graphics cards under the PowerColor brand. We offer award-winning products 
based on our technology leading components, quality design and superb engineering. TUL employs more than 150 
talents worldwide, with of�ices in China, Europe, Russia and USA to support over 300 channel partners and distribu-
tors in 50 plus countries. 
For further information, visit: http://www.tul.com.tw/global/
For more product information, visit: www.powercolor.com.
Or contact: pr@powercolor.com


